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Contribution of the Paper

- This paper enhances our understanding of inequality in China.
  - It makes a thorough investigation into various data sources available and presents convincing evidence that income and wage inequalities have been rising over the last 3 decades in China.
  - It suggests various channels that have contributed to the rise of inequality, as well as policies that are meant to reduce it.

- Focus of my discussion: some possible extensions of this work.
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  - Income re-distribution: Progressive taxation, minimum wage, Dibao system etc.
  - Effects are most likely to be in the short run.
  - They contribute to the stability of the society, but not growth.
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A well-developed micro-foundation is necessary for policy evaluation, especially for policies that have not been implemented.

- Individuals will react to policies by changing their investment in their own human capital as well as their children’s human capital.
- Firms will react by changing their hiring and investment decisions.
- The effects of policies depend on how these "micro" decision makers make their decisions and how their choices are inter-related.
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- "Inequality is not to be feared. ... Making people more skilled is not socially harmful. Enhancing skills raises the productivity of the nation and makes more resources available to society at large."

- "Human capital is the asset that ultimately determines the wealth of China. Fostering access to education will reduce inequality in the long run."

- "There is a role for letting market forces work to stimulate the production of skills and at the same time to reduce overall inequality, even in the short run, in China."